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Abstract. The problem of injectivity of the parameter-to-state map is discussed for

Galerkin approximations of a linear parabolic equation. A necessary and sufficient

condition is derived and illustrated by means of simple examples. Finally, output least

squares identifiability of the Galerkin approximations is discussed.

1. Introduction. In recent years an increased amount of research has been directed

toward parameter identification in distributed systems, see for instance [1-3, 7-11]. The

investigations have been mainly concerned with two problems: parameter estimation and

parameter identifiability. To briefly discuss these concepts, let us assume that a physical

system follows the simple linear equation

("J, = with um = um(t,x), 0 < f,0 < * < 1,

um(t,0) = um(t,l) = 0, (1.1)

= <P(*),

where <p e L2(0,1). Assume that some part Cum of the state um is observable by the

investigator. He is to reconstruct am from this observation by choosing it from a class of

admissible coefficients

= {a e L°° (0,1): a(x) > a > 0, for almost every x e [0,1]}.

Here C is a mapping from the space of trajectories C(0, oo; L2(0,1)) to the observation

space Z. The problem of parameter identifiability is concerned with the injectivity of the

mapping a —► Cu(t, x; a), where u(t, x\ a) is the solution of (1.1) with am replaced by a.

To actually determine or approximate the value am from the observation, one considers

the optimization problem

2
(P) min \Cu(t, x; a) - y\ , subject to u(t, x\ a) satisfying (1.1).
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Here y stands for the observation of the system that is modeled, and in an idealized

situation one has y = Cu{t,x\ am). (This would require that one has chosen an exact

mathematical model for the physical system and a correct choice for am will precisely

produce y.) Since the state space of Eq. (1.1) and the coefficient space are infinite-dimen-

sional, problem (P) is infinite-dimensional itself. Its approximation is called the parame-

ter estimation problem. If HN is a sequence of linear subspaces of 1) and s/M a

sequence of linear subspaces of L°°(0,1), then one considers the sequence of problems

(pN.M\ mjn \cuN(t\ aM) - y\ , subject to uN satisfying

Jt(uN(f, aM), vN) = -{a"u!(r, aM), (1.2)

(uN(0; aM), vN) = (<p, vN), for all vN e HN.

Here a M e s# M is some appropriately chosen approximation to a e^ad- Several studies

have been conducted to show that under appropriate additional assumptions convergence

of (pN'M) to (P) holds in the sense that solutions aN,M of (pN-M) converge to a solution

a of (P) and that the associated trajectories converge in appropriate topologies. This alone

cannot imply that a = am, with am the "true model parameter." This is partially due to

model and observation error [4] and partially due to the fact that solutions of (P) and

(PNM) are in general not guaranteed to be unique or to depend continuously on the

observation y. For the original (infinite-dimensional) optimization problem this has been

phrased precisely in [4], and it is shown that parameter identifiability is a necessary

condition to argue continuous dependence of the solution of the infinite-dimensional

optimization problem on the observations. Similar investigations for the approximating

problems (PN-M) are not available. In the present paper we discuss the injectivity of the

mapping aM -» uN(t; aM). Even though we take the simplest case where C is the identity

so that all of the state is assumed to be observable, the study of "identifiability under

approximation" will be found to be quite involved when specific choices for HN or A M are

made.

In Sec. 2 we formally define identifiability under approximation and prove a necessary

and sufficient condition for the present model case. Subsequently we study some aspects

of output least squares identifiability. Sec. 3 is devoted to two examples. Finally, a

discussion of our results is contained in Sec. 4.

2. Parameter identifiability under approximation. We now fix a basis for the subspaces

HN and that were introduced in Sec. 1, so that HN = span{B,N: i = 1 ,...,iN} with

iN = dim//w and a e ^ad in must be of the form aM = LJjli(aM)j(p^ and the

solution aM) = ViN=lyi(t)Bf of (1.2) is characterized by

jt{uN(f, a"), B,") = {aMu»(r, aM),{B»)x) for / > 0, (2.1)

(«"(()), B?) = (<p, B») for all / = 1,..., iN.
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Here (-, •) denotes the inner product in L2(0,1). Of course, y, depends on N and M, but

it is convenient to drop these indices. The coordinate vector of aM is denoted by (aM).

Let uN M(f, a%) = Y,'ilL1(ym)i(t)B? denote the solution of (2.1) with aM replaced by

a% = where a™ is some appropriately defined approximation to am in

srfM. We note that for a and am in j/ad, aM and a™ might not be in j/ad; for example, if

are subspaces of L°°(0,1) of linear spline functions, and aM is defined as the

projection P™ [with respect to the L2(0, l)-norm] of a eiad onto s?M, then aM might

not be in j/ad for all M, although limMPMa e j/ad in L°°(0, l)1. However, it is

reasonable to assume that the approximations aM to a e j/ad satisfy for all M suffi-

ciently large

aM e s/*d = |a e L°°(0,1): a(x) > ^ almost everywhere^. (2.2)

Such an assumption will be made in our results. We next write (2.1) in matrix form and

put y(0 = co1(y1(/), ..., yljv(0)- Then

Jm

Gy(0 = E (aM)jAjy(t), for t > 0, y(0) = y0, (2.3)
7 = 1

where (G)lk = (B», BNk), (.Aj)ik = -(<(*,"),, (*?),), and (Gy0), = («p, B?), for 1 < i,

k < iN and 1 < j < jM. Since identifiability will be discussed for fixed N and M, we again

choose to drop these indices in the notation for the matrices Aj. If the dependence of y on

a is relevant we write y(f; a) to denote a solution of (2.3).

Definition 2.1. The model parameter am e j/ad is called identifiable under approximation

for the indices N and M if a™ e n and for all aM e stfM n j/ad it follows that

y (*> am)= y(l> qM) f°r all / ^ 0 implies a™ = aM.

We need to introduce some notation before we state a necessary and sufficient

condition that guarantees identifiability under approximation of am. Let X,, 1 < / < lN <

iN, denote the distinct eigenvalues of G~lT.Jj'il(a^)JAJ with associated eigenprojections

P,. We define the iNlN X jM matrix 36 depending on M and N by

AXPXy0 A2P1y0 ■ • ■ AjMPxy0 x

A i Pilo

■■■ AjMpiNyo,

Theorem 2.1. The parameter am is identifiable under approximation for the indices N

and M, if a% s/*d and ker(^) = {0}. Conversely, if the parameter am is

identifiable under approximation for the indices N and M, lN = iN, and a"(x) > a/2 + rj

a.e. for some tj > 0, then ker(36) = 0.

^ee J. Douglas, T. Dupont, and L. Wahlbin, The stability in Lq of the L2-projection into finite element function

spaces, Numer. Math. 23, 193-197 (1975)
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Proof. We start with some generalities. It is simple to verify that there exists a constant

a > 0 and that

/ G_1 E (aM)jAjX, x\ < -a|x|R.«

for all x G R'w and all aM e n Here ( • , •) denotes the inner product in R''

The above dissip

in the left half-p

to obtain

The above dissipativity estimate implies that the spectrum of G lT.'fLl(aM)JAJ lies strictly

in the left half-plane. We may take the Laplace transform in (2.3) with (aM) replaced by

I Jm \
y(s)= s/-G_1E (««)/> for s>°- (2*4)

I J-1
Next we define the error function

e(t) = y(t; aM) - y(t; a%), for t > 0.

From (2.3) it follows that

Jm \ Jm

e(t) = G_1 X) PjAj y(?; a%) + G"1 E (aM)j(Aj)e(t), for t > 0, (2.5)

\7=1 I J-i

e(0) = 0,

holds with Pj = (aM)j — (a„)j and e(t) e R'v. We shall also make use of the meromor-

phic function [12; pp. 328, 331; 6, p. 38]
j\1

/O) = E PjAj{zI - F)'ly0, for z e C,

7-1

with possible poles at the eigenvalues of F = G~1Y.j/11(a%)JAJ. Let 1 < / < /iV, be

a positively oriented circle enclosing A, but excluding all other eigenvalues. Then

1 Jm

— j f{z) dz= Y, PjAjP,yo, (2.6)
r 7-1

[12; p. 329], where P, is the orthogonal projection onto the generalized eigenspace

associated with the eigenvalue A, of F.

Now we prove the first part of Theorem 2.1 and assume that ker(38) = 0 and that y(t;

aM) = y(;; aM) f0r t > 0 and aM e s?*d n In this case e{t) = 0 for t ^ 0 and (2.5)

implies

G-1 y(/; O = 0, for t > 0,

or equivalently

= 0, forj>0.

Using this in (2.4), we obtain

Jm \ I Jm \ 1

ZfijAjttsI - G-^yy)jAj\ Yo = 0 for^O.
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Since / is analytic on the resolvent set p(F) of F we obtain by analytic continuation that

/ = 0 on p(F). Using this in (2.6), we thus have

P,y0 = 0 for 1 < / < lN. (2.7)

Since we assumed ker(38) = {0} we arrive at /? = 0. To prove the second part of the

theorem let /? e ker(^), so that /? = col(^1;..., fijM) satisfies (2.7). Let us define aM =

£j-iPjW** + am- By changing (i to sfl with e sufficiently small we can guarantee that

aM(x) > a/2 almost everywhere, since by assumption a%(;c) > a/2 + ij almost every-

where. Since we intend to show that = 0 we may assume that /? itself has been chosen

sufficiently small. Let A, be an arbitrary eigenvalue of F. Then

Jm oo

f(z)= L PjAjizi - f)_1y0 = L Pjaj L (* - */)Xyo.
7 = 1 7-1 «= -1

where 1?„ = (l/2iri)Jr (z - X/)""_1(z/ - F)~l dz. Observe that (2.7) implies

V^PjAjB -iYo — 0. Therefore / is analytic inside T,. But /(z) is also bounded for

|z| -> oo ([12, pp. 278, 321]) and therefore / = c1? q e R'v. Integration of / around T, for

some / and (2.7) implies q = 0 and therefore / = 0. By (2.4) we have

Jm

G~l Y, PjAjy(s) = 0 for s > 0

j-1

and moreover, PjAjy(t; a%) = 0 for t > 0. Now (2.5) implies e{t) =

y(t; aM) - y(t; a%) = 0. Since is identifiable under approximation for the indices N

and M this implies {aM)J - (a™)J = f}. = 0, _/' = 1,..., jm, and the proof is complete.

Remark 2.1. A necessary condition for parameter identifiability under approximation

for indices N and M of am is given by jM < iN,lN.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 reveals the following corollaries concerning sufficient

conditions for parameter identifiability under approximation.

Corollary 2.1. Let {AjP,y 0: j = 1,..., jM) be linearly independent for some /. Then

am is parameter identifiable under approximation for indices N and M, if O

<*d-

The proof of this corollary follows directly from (2.7). Note also, that P, depends on a™.

Corollary 2.2. Let {Ajy0: j = 1jM) be linearly independent. Then any am e j/ad

is parameter identifiable under approximation for indices N and M, if a™ e s/ M n

Proof. If we sum (2.7) over / and use the fact that P, forms a resolution of the identity,

I = Y}fLxP,, then Ljli^jAjy0 = 0. Since {Ajy0}/-i is a linearly independent set of

vectors, /?y = 0 for all j and the claim follows.

Remark 2.2. The conditions in Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 require jM < iN.

We end this section with some remarks concerning output least squares identifiability

(OLSI) of the approximating equations (2.1). First we recall [4] the definition of OLSI for

the problem under consideration. Let Z = C(0, oo; R'v), the space of continuous bounded

functions endowed with the supremum norm, and consider a convex and compact subset
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si# of the set of admissible parameters fij/". By u N( •; j/) we denote the set of

admissible trajectories as aM varies in j/c

Definition 2.2. If there exists a neighborhood V of uN(-; jtf) in C(0, oo; L2(0,1)), so

that for every y e V the problem (pNM) has a unique solution depending continuously

on y, then (PN<M) is called OLSI.

We note that if uN{-\ si?) were closed and convex, then injectivity of aM —>

uN(-; am)g C(0, oo; L2(0,1)) as discussed in Theorem 2.1 above would guarantee OLSI.

However, uN(-\ j/) is not convex. For take aM and bM in srf. Then there ought to exist

cM in j?/ so that for any e (0,1)

#«"(■; aM)+(l bM) = uN{-\ cM).

Such a cM will not exist in general, as can be seen from the following special case. Let

M = 1 and s/1 be the subspace of L°°(0,1) spanned by the constant function with value

1. Then (2.3) becomes

y (t) = aG~lAy(t),

where (A)iJ= —((B^)x, (Bj,)x) and a g [a/2,oo). We put H = G~lA. Note that

a -* y(-; a) from [a/2, oo) to C(0, oo; R'A) is not convex. If it were, then for each pair

a, b e [a/2, oo) with a + b there exists c e [a/2, oo) such that

k exp( aHt)y0 + ^ exp{bHt)y0 = exp(cHt)y0.

Differentiating this equation twice with respect to t and evaluating at t = 0 implies

(a + b)Hy0 — 2cHy0 and (a2 + b2)H2y0 = lc2H2y0.

If y0 <£ kerH2, then no c e (- oo, oo) satisfies these two equations simultaneously.

Recall that uN(t\ aM) — y,(t; aM)BWe denote the Frechet derivative of

y(-; aM) with respect to aM by 9y(-; aM)\ similarly 92y(-; aM) stands for the second

Frechet derivative. In [4] it is proved that if for some (il > 0 and ft2 > 0

^ 19y(*; aM)a\c(o,x-RN'b (2-8)

|32y(-; aM)(a,a)|c(o,oo;RA'.) < (2.9)

for all a e RM' and all a M e j/,and

diam(j^) < 21/2P&1, (2.10)

then (pN'M) is OLSI.

In general it seems quite intractable to calculate /?] in (2.8). However, under certain

conditions 9y(-; aM) is injective for every If (2.9) holds as well, then the

finite-dimensionality will guarantee OLSI for diam( j/) sufficiently small. The Frechet

differential 3y(-; aM)(h) of y(-; aM) at aM in direction of (h) = co\(h1,..., hJu) is

given by

i Jm Jm

jfdy(t; aM)(h) = G-1 £ (h)jAjy(r, aM) + G 1 £ {aM)jAjdy{t; aM)(h),

7-1 7=1

(2.11)

9y(0; aM)(h) = 0.
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For a proof we refer to the appendix (Sec. 5). Similarly, one can show that z(t) = 32y(-;

aM)((h), (k)) is the unique solution of

/ \
= L (aM)jAj\z{t) + G~l

Jm \

£ (k)jAj\6y(f, aM)(h)

7 = 1

I Jm \ (2.12)

+ G"1! {h)jAj\8y(f, aM){k),

\J-1

U(0) = o.

From (2.11) it follows that 3y(-; aM) = 0 for t > 0 if and only if

Jm

£ (h)jAjy(t; aM) = 0 for all t > 0. (2.13)
7 = 1

To discuss injectivity of 3y(-; aM) we let X,(aw), 1 < / < lNiaU) < iN denote the distinct

eigenvalues of with associated eigenprojections P:(aM), where aM e j/.

Then iNlN(^aM) XjM matrices f(aM) are defined analogously to 31 with P, replaced by

P,(aM).

Proposition 2.1. If jis compact and convex and ker38(aM) = {0} for

every aM then (P v'M) with replaced by stf is OLSI, provided diam(j^) is

sufficiently small. The condition on ker38(aM) can be replaced by requiring that for every

aM g stf there exists an l(aM) such that {AJPl(aM)y0: 1jM] is linearly independent

or by requiring that { Ajy0: j = 1,..., jM } is linearly independent.

Proof. From (2.12) and (A.5) (see the appendix, Sec. 5), it follows that (2.9) is satisfied

and it therefore suffices to verify (2.8) or, equivalently, the injectivity of (h) ->

dy(-; aM)(h). As observed above, 3y(-; aM)(h) = 0 if and only if

Jm

£ (h)jAjy(t; aM) = 0 for all f>0. (2.14)

7 = 1

Let us assume that (2.14) holds. Then as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we argue that

jM

L (h)jAjPi(aM)y0 = 0 for/=1,... (2.15)
7 = 1

Since ker^?(aM) = 0, (2.15) implies (h) = 0. The remaining two assertions are the

analogues of Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2.

3. Examples. In this section we present two simple examples to illustrate the theory that

was developed in Sec. 2. Throughout we choose M = 2 and we drop this index. Let

<Pi(x) = X(o,i)(*) and (f>2(x) = x(i,i)(*)»
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be the characteristic functions of the intervals (0, and (j, 1), respectively. Further, we

define the linear spline basis elements in Hq(0,1) by

(Nx - (/ - 1), for (z - \)/N < x < i/N,

B,N(x) = ( -Nx +(; + 1), for i/N < x < (i + l)/N,

10, otherwise,

for i = 1,2,..., N - 1.

First we consider the case N - 4 and derive a sufficient condition for parameter

identifiability under approximation for indices N = 4, M — 2. We compute A1 and A2

and obtain

/ -8 4 0\
4-4 0

\ 0 0 0/

and A2 =
/ 0 0 0
0-4 4
0 4-8

Further, if we set (/I), = ju,-, where

M, = f1 v(x)B?(x) dx, i = 1,2,3,
•'o

then y0 = G~lp.. In the present case we have

r-i-2
15 -4 1
-4 16 -4

1 -4 15

Moreover, we find

and

AYo = |

^2Yo = f

— 136;^ + 96/x 2 — 24ju3

76^ — 80jii2 + 20jli3

0

0
20^! — 80ju2 + 76ju3

— 24)11,! + 96/^2 — 136/t3y

If /IjYq and yl2y0 are linearly independent, then any am ei,; is parameter identifiable

under approximation for indices N = 4, M = 2. We observe that if -136^ + 96ju2 -

24/x3 # 0 and - 24^ + 96ju2 - 136/x3 ̂  0, then and /12y0 are linearly independent.

Next we consider the case N = 3 and study parameter identifiability under approxima-

tion of am. We assume a2m = (1,1). In this case the matrix G is given by

G-^(l 4) and C"-f(-4l V

while the matrices Al and A2 are found to be

a=3(-3 and ^.3, , _a
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From this we see that

■u -2.1-13 5 1 _?/-5 7C^."5[ 7 -5 a"d 51 5 -13

Then

5\ 12 -18y = i

The eigenvectors of 5 are

Hj = col( — l,l) and i/2 = col(l, 1),

and the projection operators onto the eigenspaces associated with these eigenvectors are

i _ i
2 2^1 = ^ _ I 1 J ^ P2 =

Let A, = /q <p(x)B,3(x) dx, i = 1,2, and jx = col^, ju2). Then we find

1 I
2 2

1 I
2 2 .

-1( "%-«]• - f (ml'-H'

Observe that

and

det(^1i>1G x/i, A2Pfi *A) = -75(Ju1 - /i2)2

det(^1/'2G 1/x, A2P2G *a) = -9(ju1 + /u2)2.

Hence if jil1 ¥= ji2 then A1P1G~1/1 and ^42X/1 are linearly independent, while if

£i ^ A2 ^en and A2P2G~ljx are linearly independent. In either case =

(1,1) is identifiable under approximation. Finally, observe that

-10(Ai ~ £2) —5(Ai — A2) \
5(Ai - A2) 10(Ai - A2)

-3(Ai + Az) 0

0 3(Ax + A2)

has rank 2 if (Aj, A2) ^ (0,0), and hence by Theorem 2.1 the parameter = (1,1) is

identifiable under approximation in this case.

4. Discussion. In this paper we studied the problem of parameter identifiability in

Galerkin approximations for a class of parabolic distributed systems. To the author's

knowledge, this is the first attempt to achieve an understanding of the difficulties that

arise in the investigation of the injectivity of the parameter-to-output map determined by

the specific structure of the ordinary differential equations that arise in Galerkin ap-

proximations. Although we have only treated here parameter identifiability under ap-

proximation of the diffusion coefficient as a specific case, the method that we propose

seems to be quite general and will be applicable to deriving similar results for other
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parameters in distributed systems. Our interest in this problem was stimulated by the

increased amount of research that is currently being pursued to develop approximation

methods for the parameter identification problem in infinite-dimensional systems (see

[1-3, 8], for example).

The question of identifiability of the parameter in the original system has been studied

for some time. Much of this work has its roots in a paper by Gelfand and Levitan [5] on

the reconstruction of the function q in the scalar equation

(L(y) = y" +(X - q)y = 0,
\>>(0) = 1, y'(0) = h,

with A e R, /ieR, from the spectral function associated with (4.1). Among the recent

investigators of parameter identifiability in parabolic systems are Kitamura and Nakagiri

[7], who study identifiability of constant and variable coefficients from point and

distributed observations, respectively. Pierce [9] gives an example in which he shows how

knowledge of the spectral function together with the results of Gelfand and Levitan can be

used to identify q in y, = Ly together with mixed boundary conditions in jc = 0 and

x = 1, from boundary observations at x = 0. Suzuki's technique [10] (using integral

representation of the stationary solution) gives necessary and sufficient conditions for

identifiability of parameters in the equation, in the boundary condition as well as in the

initial data. Chavent and co-workers [1, 4] have introduced the concept of output least

squares identifiability, which is defined as the problem of continuous dependence of the

unique solution (parameter) minimizing the quadratic fit-to-data criterion which measures

the distance between "observation" and trajectory evaluated for a specific parameter value

[compare (/*)]. Up to now there have been only a few equations of finite-dimensional or

hyperbolic nature, where output least squares identifiability could be verified [1, 4, 11].

Once identifiability under approximation is shown, it is quite simple to argue output least

squares identifiability of the Galerkin approximation on a sufficiently small parameter set.

Generally it is not possible to give precise estimates of the first and second Frechet

derivatives of the parameter-to-observation map, and consequently it is difficult to

determine explicitly the size of the sets of parameters such that output least squares

identifiability is guaranteed [compare (2.10)].

5. Appendix. Here we prove (2.11), the characterization of the Frechet derivative of

y(t; a) with respect to a. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can agree that there exist

constants Kx and K2 such that

||y('; aM) ||r'» < ^i^*21IyoIIr'« (a-!)

for all y0 e R'» and aM £n [a e L°°(0,1):a(x) a/4 a.e.}=js>*. Let e e R,

h e L°°(0,1) with h = and aM e n s/&. Then aM + eh

for e sufficiently small. It is quite simple to see that

lim ||y("; aM + eh) - y(-; aM) ||c(0,oo;R'") = 0. (A.2)
e i0
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We put w(f, e) = y(t\ aM + eh) - y(f, aM) for t > 0. Then

jM Jm

w(t; e) = sG'1 E (h)jAjy(t; aM + eh) + G~l E (aM)jAjw{f, e) for t > 0,

7-1 7-1

w(0; e) = 0,

and therefore

w(t; e) = e [ exp
•'n

Jm

G~l E (h)jAjy(s-, aM + eh) ds.

7=1

Jm

G"1 E (aM)jAj(t - s)

J'1

(A.3)

By (A.l) and (A.2) we observe that the integral in (A.3) converges in C(0, oo; R'w) to

/'J(\

exp

Jm

G"1 E (a")jAj(t-s)
J- 1

Jm

G_1 E (h)jAjy(s; aM)ds

7 = 1

as e -» 0. Consequently lime_0e ; e) = 8y(-; aM)(h) exists in C(0, oo; R'v) and

8y(f, aM)(h) = [' exp

Jm

G~l E (aM)jAj(t - s)

7 = 1

Jm

G 1 E (h)jAjy(s; aM) ds.

7 = 1

Finally, we obtain

Jm Jm

jt8y(f, a")(h) = G_1 E (aM)jAj8y(f, aM)(h) + G"1 E (h)jAjy(f, a")
7=1 7=1

for ? > 0

5y(0; aM)(h) = 0. (A.4)

We observe that (A.4) implies

IIM-; °M){h) ||c(0,oo;R'«) < QKM |r>«|YoIr'"> (A.5)

where Cx depends on a and Ai but not on y0 and aM e s?*d n stfM. Let B-

G~ 'Ejl! aJ Mr Then for a, a e ,.s/a* C\s#M and (h), (h) e R7w we have

/>t I Jm \
Sy(t; a)(h) - 8y(t; a)(h) = f e^'-^G-1 E (((«)y ~(<a)y)-4y)5y(^;

0 \ 7=1 I

jM

ds

+ ['eB(' S)G 1 Y, (h)jAj(y(s-, a) - y(s; a)) ds
J0 7 = 1

+ J efi<'-j)G_1 £ ((A),-(A)y)^, U(j; a)<fc.

Similarly to (A.2), one can show that

IIy( •; a) — y(-; a)Hc(0,oo;R'«)< c2\(a) - (a) |R7M|70Ir>. (a-6)
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with C2 depending on a and Aj, but not on a, a, and y0. Now (A.l), (A.5), and (A.6)

imply

||Sy(-; a)(h) - Sy(-; a)(h) |C(o,«»;»«) < C3It0Ir^ (|(«) — («) Ir>«|(/i) |rv«

+ 1(5) — () IrJm 1001 R Jm R JM ), (A.7)

with C3 independent of a, a, h, and h (and y0). From (A.7) it finally follows that

a -* y(-; a) is continuously Frechet-differentiable and the differential in direction h is

given by the solution of (A.4).
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